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HENRY M. STRATTON

I T IS EMINENTLY fitting that with this issue of BLOOD we give heed
to the 60th birthday of its publisher, Henry NI. Stratton. This man, it

should be said right off, is no ordinary publisher. By dint of a warm and buoy-

ant personality and attendance at so many meetings-local, national, inter-

national--Stratton has carved out a niche for himself in hematologic circles

that is unique. Originally from Vienna, where he imbibed freely of the waltzes

and operas of that charming city, he came to this country in 1938, a frustrated

medical student who had adopted the paramedical career of medical publish-

ing. With L. H. Grunebaum, he founded Grime and Stratton in New York

in 1940. Mr. “Grune” faded rather quickly from the scene leaving Henry Strat-

ton in firm control as President and General Manager.

Stratton’s European affiliations stood him in good stead. He introduced

many former European physicians to the American medical public in well

published monographs, and conversely many American authors to the Euro-

pean scene. He initiated many translations of important treatises and helped

establish the international language Interlingua on a firm foundation 1w its

use in his journals.

Stratton’s first publications were largely in the psychiatric field, but his in-
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terests soon shifted to the broader field of internal medicine. Soon, hematology

became his special favorite. Dr. Siegfried Thannhauser, that grand old man of

German and American medicine, first introduced the writer to Stratton in

1942 or ‘43. His vitality and enthusiasm were contagious. Soon he was talking

about publishing a book on hematology. Strategically, the discussions shifted to

the possibility of a new journal dealing with this rapidly expanding field,

strangely enough not yet represented in the English speaking literature. Within

a year, in 1946, BLOOD was launched-the first hematologic journal in the Eng-

lish language, later to become the most p�p�l�tr in its field, both here and

abroad. Stratton gave the journal his personal and intimate attention, scruti-

nizing carefully its format, its print-work, its illustrations, but wisely keeping

hands off its editorial policy. ( To be sure, he often made excellent suggestions.)

He soon came to know all the members of the editorial board, usually on

a first iiame basis, their desires, their aspirations, their special interests. He

came down to Atlantic City for the meetings of the “Young Turks” and their

older and younger colleagues. He was impressed by the frustrations of the

hematologists who came there in increasing numbers only to find but little

hematologic fare in the programs. Out of these frustrations came the Blood

Club, which has met now for more than a decade on the Sunday evening pre-

ceding the big ineetings. Although at first a seemingly radical departure, it

soon became a highly popular fixture with 400 to 600 attendants at each of

the symposia. Following its lead, many local Blood Clubs have been estab-

lished, not only in this country, but in various parts of the world. in the inteE-

national field, Stratton was to be seen ( and heard ) at the biennial meetings

of the International Society of Hematology, and, in the course of time, a

Henry M. Stratton Lectureship was founded. Waldenstr#{246}m, Heilmeyer, and

Bessis have been the recipients of this award. At the 1956 ( Boston ) Congress

of the International Society, Stratton took the initiative in bringing together a

group of ten American hematologists who then and there decided to found

the American Society of Hematology. This group has already had notable

meetings in St. Louis and Montreal. With an attendance of well over 600 and

the high quality of its programs, it bids fair to he an important force in the

further development of this field.

Stratton’s interests, although preeminently in the field of hematology, have

by no means remained there exclusively. In the periodical field he has put out

CIRCULATION and CIRCULATION RESEARCH ( now published by the American

Heart Association ), METABOLISM, CLINICAL RESEARCH, ARTHRITIS AND RHEU-

MATISM, and-more recently-PROGREss IN CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES and

COMPREHENSIVE PSYCHIATRY. In its 20 years of existence, Grune & Stratton

has published no less than 600 books, with an impressive list in press. Strat-

ton has set Ui) affiliates in various countries, and this has naturally required

considerable traveling and world-wide contacts. It is safe to say that no lay

person in the medical field is as well known to the profession as is Henry Strat-

tcn. Lately, he even gave up his “lay” status upon the receipt of an honorary

degree of Doctor of Medicine from the University of Freiburg in Germany

at the instance of its quinquecentennial celebration, and is now Doctor Henry

M. Stratton.
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In 1955, Stratton and his wife established the Henry M. and Lillian Stratton

Foundation, with the aim of supporting medical research. A number of con-

tributions have been made to young scientists and medical societies. Three

years ago, Dr. Stratton inaugurated the annual Modern Medical Monographs

Competition, which provides financial awards and publication rights to young

physicians as an encouragement of excellence in medical writing.

Stratton’s numerous activities have been made possible by dint of an enor-

mous and restless energy. He now directs the work of three publishing houses:

Grune & Stratton; Intercontinental Medical Book Corporation ( foreign pub-

lications ) ; and the newly formed subsidiary, Henry M. Stratton, Inc. His

hobbies include not only good food and wine but music, notably the opera.

It is said that his career as an operatic baritone was interrupted by a rather

unusual music teacher who advised him to be a good medical publisher rather

than a mediocre singer. His wife, Lilly, carries on a musical career as a song

writer and is well-known to Austrian audiences. Their dachshund Pretzel, a

constant companion on their trips, and his ailments, have become almost as

well known to the medical profession as the Strattons.

We in hematology owe much to this energetic man who came to this country,

like so many others, from Germany and Austria in Hitler’s times and achieved

successful careers. One might say that Dr. Stratton gave this once rather anemic

specialty a highly successful transfusion of good BLOOD, which not only helped

its METABOLISM but did much for its CIRCULATION. May Henry Stratton con-

tinue to carry on in his own inimitable fashion for many years to come!

Happy 60th Birthday, Henry Stratton, and many more!

WILLIAM DAMESHEK
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